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This technical note describes synchrotron x-ray ﬂuorescence microscopy (XFM) as a method for
measuring the concentrations of different elements in cross-sections of the ear at extremely high resolution. This method could be of great importance for addressing many open questions in hearing
research. XFM uses synchrotron radiation to evoke emissions from many biologically relevant elements
in the tissue. The intensity and wavelength of the emitted radiation provide a ﬁngerprint of the tissue
composition that can be used to measure the concentration of the elements in the sampled location.
Here, we focus on energies that target biologically-relevant elements of the periodic table between
magnesium and zinc. Since a highly focused x-ray beam is used, the spot size is well below 1 mm and the
samples can be scanned at a nanometer lateral resolution. This study shows that measurement of the
concentrations of different elements is possible in a mid-modiolar cross-section of a mouse cochlea.
Images are presented that indicate potassium and chloride “hot spots” in the spiral ligament and the
spiral limbus, providing experimental evidence for the potassium recycling pathway and showing the
cochlear structures involved. Scans of a section obtained from the incus, one of the middle ear ossicles, in
a developing mouse have shown that zinc is not uniformly distributed This supports the hypothesis that
zinc plays a special role in the process of ossiﬁcation. Although limited by sophisticated sample preparation and sectioning, the method provides ample exciting opportunities, to understand the role of
genetics and epigenetics on hearing mechanisms in ontogeny and phylogeny.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Middle and inner ear development and function crucially depends on the distribution and presence of basic biological elements
such as potassium, chloride, calcium, phosphorus, sulfur, and zinc
in the tissue. For example, in the cochlea, sound-induced, complex
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micromechanics of the basilar membrane and organ of Corti
modulate the transduction current across the apical membrane of
the hair cells, which is driven by the potential difference between
the hair cell resting potential and the endocochlear potential
 ke
sy, 1952; von Be
ke
sy, 1960). The endoco(Davis, 1965; von Be
chlear potential (EP) depends on the speciﬁc distribution of potassium, sodium, chloride and calcium in the cochlea, and consists
of both an electrogenic component and a diffusion component
(Kuijpers and Bonting, 1970a; Kuijpers and Bonting, 1970b; Sellick
and Johnstone, 1972). The active ion transport across the
perilymph-endolymph barrier generates the electrogenic potential
(Sellick and Bock, 1974; Sellick and Johnstone, 1975). The ionic
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compositions of the perilymph and endolymph and the permeability for ions across the perilymph-endolymph barrier determine
the diffusion potential (Bosher, 1979; Konishi and Mendelsohn,
1970; Kuijpers and Bonting, 1970b; Rybak, 1985; Sellick and Bock,
1974; Wangemann, 1995; Wangemann et al., 1995). Even in quiet,
a current passes through the hair cells (Zidanic and Brownell, 1990).
It has been speculated that this current is carried by potassium ions
that would accumulate around the outer hair cells if not recycled.
The path by which potassium is recycled includes the gap junctions
of the endothelial cells and the type IV and type II ﬁbrocytes in the
spiral ligament (Adams, 2009; Kikuchi et al., 1994, 2000a, 2000b;
Wangemann, 1995; Wangemann et al., 1995; Weber et al., 2001).
Copper and zinc are also essential for normal cochlear function
(Farms et al., 1993; Liu et al., 2011; McFadden et al., 1999; More
et al., 2010). These elements are required for the superoxide dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD), a key enzyme in the pathway to neutralize
free radicals and prevent subsequent tissue damage in the cochlea
and other tissues (McFadden et al., 1999). During medical interventions, as in cancer treatment, elements such as platinum can
accumulate in the cochlea (Breglio et al., 2017; Fernandez et al.,
2019; Reifschneider et al., 2013; Schweitzer et al., 1986; Sepmeijer
and Klis, 2009). To better understand the ototoxic process and
develop strategies to prevent cochlear damage during such treatments, it would be important to monitor the sites where platinum
compounds accumulate in the tissue and to determine the biological availability and tissue clearance.
While the importance of the spatial distribution of different
elements in the cochlea is well documented, methods to assess the
concentrations of different elements simultaneously with a high
lateral spatial resolution and high sensitivity have not yet been
introduced in the auditory ﬁeld. To this day, ion concentrations in
the cochlea have been determined with colorimetry (Smith et al.,
1954), ﬂame spectrophotometry (Bosher and Warren, 1968),
Roentgen ray spectroscopy (Anniko and Wroblewski, 1981; Anniko
blewski, 1988; ; Ryan and Woolf, 1983; Ryan et al., 1979),
and Wro
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (Hara et al., 1995; Peterson
et al., 1978), and glass micropipettes and ion exchanger
(Nakashima et al., 1970; Sauer et al., 1999; Sellick and Johnstone,
1975; Suga et al., 1970). These methods either use ﬂuid samples
or glass pipettes, which necessitate either bulk measurements or
only provide information on a single spot (tip of the measuring
pipette). With this paper we present a novel method that allows for
the determination of concentration of most key biological elements
across an entire ear cross-section at nanometer spatial resolution
and femtogram sensitivity (1015 g/cm2). Examples for application
of the technique to the middle and inner ears show scans from
sections obtained from 0-day, 5-day, and 21-day-old mice. Results
for key elements such as potassium (K), calcium (Ca), chloride (Cl),
sulfur (S), phosphorus (P), and zinc (Zn) are shown in mid-modiolar
cross-sections and in sections through the incus.
2. Material and methods

Fig. 1. A: The sketch shows the model of an atom with three orbits. The number of
electrons per orbit is 2*(n2), with n being the ﬁrst (K) second (L) and third (M) orbit.
Incident radiation can expel an electron from its orbit. The vacant place is then ﬁlled
with an electron from an orbit of higher order; by jumping orbits, energy is released in
form of radiation, which can be measured. The energy of the emitted photon is
calculated from the energy difference between the orbits (E1-E2) as shown by the
equation, where E denotes the energy, h Planck’s constant (6.62607004  1034 m2 kg/
s), and n the frequency. Energy differences between the M and K orbit are referred to as
Kb, and differences between the L and K orbit as Ka. B: Each element under investigation has at least the Ka (green) and the Kb (cyan) line. As described in A, the energy
for each line differs for a given element. Furthermore, the number of photons per
second or the intensity of the radiation is smaller for Kb. The intensity ratio between Ka
and Kb is ﬁxed and has been tabulated. For the given example the number of Ka
emissions for calcium (Ca) and potassium (K) are the same. If the concentration of
calcium, however, is much smaller than that of potassium, the number of Kb emissions
for potassium can be larger than the Ka emissions for calcium. This can lead to
misinterpretation of the results.

orbit (M/K (Kb)). A summary of the expected energies is provided
in the X-ray Data Booklet (Thompson et al., 2001). The emitted
radiation is then analyzed by either photon energy or wavelength.
To determine the concentration of each element in the scanned
tissue, the intensity of the characteristic radiation is compared to a
known standard scanned at the beginning and end of each session
(Nietzold et al., 2018). To obtain a high-resolution map of elements
and their concentrations within the target tissue, an x-ray beam
with a small spot size is rastered across the tissue.

2.1. X-ray ﬂuorescence microscopy (XFM)

2.2. Sample preparation

Short-wavelength x-rays can ionize elements by expelling one
or more electrons from the inner orbits of an irradiated atom,
allowing electrons from the outer orbits to drop into the inner shell
(Fig. 1). When electrons from outer orbits move to ﬁll the empty
inner orbits, energy is released in the form of radiation with the
wavelength l ¼ hc=E, where E denotes the energy difference of the
electron between orbits, h the Planck constant, and c the speed of
light (Fig. 1). Depending on which orbit is targeted with the energy
of the incident x-ray radiation, the main transitions occur from the
second to the ﬁrst orbit (L/K (Ka)) and from the third to the ﬁrst

Care and use of animals was conducted in accordance with the
guidelines in the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) at Northwestern University.
Samples consisted of 10 mme20 mm thick middle and inner ear
sections from 0, 5, and 21-day-old C57/BL6 mice. Ages were
selected to represent different stages of calciﬁcation, as neonatal
animals have primarily cartilaginous bullae, which may impact
sample slicing and image quality. The animals received an intraperitoneal injection of euthasol (360 ml/kg). After the paw
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withdrawal reﬂex disappeared and the heart stopped beating
(typically 3 min after the injection), the animals were decapitated,
the bullae were removed, and placed immediately in liquid nitrogen. For the 21-day-old animal, the cochlea was dissected from the
bulla before freezing. The time between euthanasia (injection of
euthasol) and immersion of the bullae/cochleae in liquid nitrogen
was less than 5 min. The frozen bullae/cochlea were then kept
at 80  C ( C), sectioned at 10 or 20 mm, and placed on Ultralene®
XRF Pre-Cut Window Film, 4 mm thick and 64 mm diameter (SPEX
SamplePrep, Metuchen, NJ) or silicone nitride windows
2 mm  2 mm x 500 nm (Silson, Ltd., Northhampton, UK). Both
carriers minimally absorb the synchrotron x-ray radiation and do
not contain elements that interfere with the imaging of the samples. From the initial ﬂash-freezing stage until imaging, samples
remained frozen and were not thawed. Only at the time of imaging,
samples were warmed to room temperature.
2.3. Imaging of samples
Samples were scanned at beamline 2-ID-E at the Advanced
Photon Source (Argonne, IL). The sample windows were secured to
an aluminum holder using clear nail polish, then inserted into a
kinematic mount with a nano-positioning sample stage. The samples were irradiated with a monochromatic beam with a photon
energy of 10 keV. The beam was focused with a Fresnel zone plate,
resulting in a spot size of 0.6  0.5 mm2. The position of the x-ray
beam on the sample was visualized with a pre-calibrated downstream scintillator camera. This initial image was used to determine
the appropriate width and height of the raster scan. Initially, the
entire samples were scanned at a step size of 20 mm. Regions of
interest were then selected and scanned with a step size of 2 mm,
0.5 mm, or 0.3 mm. Fluorescence spectra were collected with a fourelement silicon drift detector positioned at an angle of 90 to the
incident x-ray beam (Vortex-EX, SII Nanotechnology, CA). Data sets
were processed with MAPS software (Nietzold et al., 2018; Vogt,
2003).
2.4. Quantiﬁcation of selected elements
Due to the use of an array-style detector, the output from the
detector for each pixel consisted of a set of spectra showing photon
counts across emission energy. The use of a detector array has the
beneﬁt of reducing the dead time, or the time that a detector must
wait after registering a photon count before it can register a subsequent count (Pushie et al., 2014). However, it can also be that one
or two array elements are in a more optimal position for detection
of the ﬂuorescent signal, particularly for elements with low atomic
mass and lower emission energies. The longer a photon needs to
travel between the emitting ion and the detector, and the lower the
energy of the photon, the more likely it is to be absorbed before
reaching the detector. Thus, if one detector array element is positioned slightly further from the sample, it may record slightly lower
concentrations for elements with low atomic mass.
Concentrations may be derived for each detector element
separately. The decision can be made based on the results obtained
with the standards, which are compared among each other to
determine if one detector element provides a more accurate measure of a known standard, or if there is a systematic difference in
concentrations based on the detector position. Generally, the mean
of the detector elements is an appropriate approach to determine
an element’s concentration.
For each spectrum, the photon counts are normalized to the
total photon ﬂux, or the number of photons per second per unit
area, as measured in an ionization chamber between the x-ray
source and the sample (upstream) or directly after the sample
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(downstream). For soft tissues with low x-ray absorption, the difference between upstream and downstream calibrations is minimal. For samples with a high proportion of bone, which has high xray absorption, the downstream ion chamber measurement will be
reduced due to fewer photons passing through the sample or
through increased scattering of the photons. Thus, for bony samples, normalization to the upstream ion chamber should be
considered.
Normalized spectra are then ﬁt to the expected Ka and Kb lines
for elements using MAPS software to generate a photon count
representing the number of Ka emissions from each element, which
is proportional to the weight of the element contained within the
area of the sample represented by the pixel (Nietzold et al., 2018;
Vogt, 2003). The conversion from photon counts to real-world units
is achieved by scanning a thin ﬁlm standard containing known
concentrations of calcium, iron, and copper (Applied X-ray Optics,
Dresden, Germany) under the same beamline conditions, then
ﬁtting an equation relating photon counts to concentration in mg/
cm2 as a function of atomic mass. This provides a calibration used to
convert photon counts obtained from the sample to real-world
concentration units in mg/cm2. For the sample, the measured
weight per surface area was converted to weight per volume and
then molarity through multiplying by the known slice thickness of
the sample.
3. Results
3.1. Calibration of the system
The white trace in Fig. 2A&B shows the energy spectrum of the
emitted photons, which were captured during irradiation of an
incus section (Fig. 2A) and a mid-modiolar section (Fig. 2B) harvested from a 5-day-old mouse. The contributions from the Ka and
Kb emissions were not separated. The emission baseline is shown
by the blue trace and provides a measure of whether the recorded
data are above noise level. The green trace is generated by using the
Ka emission energies published in the X-ray Data Booklet
(Thompson et al., 2001), which are speciﬁc for each element. The
cyan line shows the Kb emissions calculated from the green trace
using the intensity ratios (photon count per dwell time) between Ka
and Kb of each element as shown in Table 1e3 of the X-ray Data
Booklet (Thompson et al., 2001). Fig. 2B shows an example where
Kb emissions from K produce a peak at an energy similar to the Ka
emission energy of Ca. If the level of Ka emissions from Ca in the
sample were high enough to account for that peak, then the corresponding Kb peak for Ca would exceed the white trace representing total counts in the sample. This is a limitation of the method
and has to be examined for each region of interest (ROI). Through
ﬁtting, the intensity related to the Ka and Kb emission energies has
to be adjusted so that the white trace is not exceeded. The result of
the ﬁtting is displayed by the red trace. Photon counts per second
were converted into concentration values using the results from the
measurements of a standard reference probe. The detailed step-bystep procedure on how to extract the element concentrations from
the spectra has been previously published (Nietzold et al., 2018).
3.2. Spatial distribution of major biological elements in a cochlear
cross section
Fig. 3 shows the results obtained from the mid-modiolar section
of a 0-day-old mouse cochlea scanned at step sizes of 2 mm and
0.5 mm. Note that, for the ﬁgures in this paper, pixel intensities are
correlated with concentration within each panel for each element,
but are not directly comparable across panels. Intensity values are
scaled for each element and for each region of interest individually
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Fig. 2. A: The white trace shows the energy spectrum of all photons originating from Ka and Kb emissions. The green trace is generated by assuming that the emission is solely based
on Ka. The blue trace is a measure of the baseline emission. The red trace is the results of an optimization process balancing the intensity of photons from Ka and Kb emissions. B:
Shows the white and green traces as described before. The cyan trace represents Kb emissions and has been calculated with known values for the relative intensity ratios between
the Ka and Kb emissions, which is speciﬁc for each element. In the given example, the peak observed at the energy near the Ka emission energy for calcium (Ca) actually originates
from the Kb emissions from potassium (K).

Fig. 3. The images show scans of 10 mm thick sections from the modiolus (spiral ganglion and bony spiral lamina) of a 0-day-old mouse cochlea. The step size of the scan in the
upper two rows is 2 mm. The step size for the other panels is 0.5 mm. The top four panels show the spatial distribution of sulfur (S), calcium (Ca) and zinc (Zn) and the colocalization
of the elements. The top row shows the spatial distribution of sulfur (S), calcium (Ca), zinc (Zn), and the colocalization of the elements. The second row shows the spatial distribution of phosphorus (P), Chloride (Cl), Potassium (K) and the colocalization of those elements. Two regions of interest were selected, region 1 in the spiral ganglion and region 2
in the bony spiral lamina. The middle two rows show the distribution of S, Ca, Zn, P, Cl, and K in the spiral ganglion. The lower two rows show the distribution of S, Ca, Zn, P, Cl, and K
in the spiral lamina.
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to optimize visualization of spatial distribution of elements despite
large concentration differences between different elements and
regions. The distributions of S, Ca, Zn, K, Cl, and P in the spiral
lamina and spiral ganglion are shown. All of the elements colocalize
in the bone. S is localized in a honeycomb structure, which is
comparable for the spiral ganglion and the spiral lamina. The
concentrations of Ca and P in the bone are higher than in the spiral
ganglion. Interestingly, the concentration of Zn is particularly high
at the edge of the spiral lamina. For a more detailed study of the
elements, selected regions of interest (ROIs) were deﬁned in the
spiral ganglion (ROI-1) and spiral lamina (ROI-2) (Fig. 3, top right
panel). The ROIs were scanned at 0.5 mm step size. For the spiral
lamina, it becomes clear that Zn, Ca, S, P, and Cl colocalize in a
honeycomb-like structure. In the spiral ganglion, of the six elements examined, S and Ca outline hexagonal structures. The signal
to noise ratio for Ca is poor, likely due to the high K concentration
relative to Ca concentration, as discussed in Fig. 1b. Patches of P in
the center of the hexagonal structures likely indicate the nuclei of
the neurons (Kleinsmith and Allfrey, 1969; Libanati and Tandler,
1969; McIndoe and Davidson, 1952). High, Cl, and P are found
where the spiral ganglion neurons are expected. The small, highintensity spots seen in Ca may be artifact from small fragments of
highly calciﬁed bone being deposited in the tissue during
sectioning.
In Fig. 4, a horizontal slice is taken through the spiral ganglion
neurons. For each element, normalized concentration is plotted as a
function of x-position. Three sets of peaks emerge in this image
corresponding with three regions: extracellular space (S), intracellular, intranuclear space (P & Zn), and intracellular, extranuclear
space (Cl). Ca roughly follows S, being higher in the extracellular
space, but is obscured due to a poor signal to noise ratio. Relatively
high S concentration appears in areas where relative concentration
of P, Cl, and Zn is low. While peaks of Zn and P tend to be near peaks
of Cl, the exact relationship is dependent on the orientation of the
orientation of the cell within the sample. Based on this pattern,
regions of interest were selected for the extracellular, intranuclear,
and extranuclear regions. Concentrations are reported in Table 1 in
comparison to previous literature. High intracellular chloride is
expected for early developmental stages (Balakrishnan et al., 2003;
Cherubini et al., 1991; Witte et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015).
Fig. 5 shows K, Cl, and Ca distributions in the cochlea of a 5-dayold developing mouse. The top images were scanned at a 20 mm
step size and show an overview of the cochlea. Colocalization of K,
Cl, and Ca can be seen in the bony cochlear wall and the modiolus. K
and Cl colocalize in the soft tissue. As a whole, mineralized regions
are brighter, with higher concentrations of most elements. At this
stage of development, the cochlear wall consists of two ossiﬁed
layers, which fuse in the adult animal (Fig. 6).
Soft tissue regions of interest were selected from the lowresolution image and scanned at a step size of 2 mm. Note: at this
step size the intracellular compartment is not resolved, and concentrations represent combined intracellular/extracellular values.
The scans reveal areas of increased K and Cl concentrations. In the
5-day-old animals, this area of increased K and Cl is found along the
basilar membrane and ends distinctively in the spiral ligament at
the location of the type-IV ﬁbrocytes. This ﬁnding was then
explored in a 21-day-old mouse (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 shows K, Cl, and Ca distributions from a mid-modiolar
section of the cochlea from a 21-day-old mouse. The left four
panels have been scanned at a step size of 20 mm. In the combined
image, colocalization of K, Cl, and Ca is seen in the cochlear wall,
while primarily K and Cl colocalize in the soft tissue. The selected
region of interest containing cochlear soft tissues was scanned at a
2 mm step size. This higher step size scan (right panels) shows larger
concentrations of K and Cl at the ﬁbrocytes of the spiral limbus and
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the spiral ligament where type-IV and type-II ﬁbrocytes are located.
The identiﬁcation of the cochlear structures was made by superimposing a micro-tomographic scan over the XFM scan (Fig. 7). The
concentrations of the elements at the ﬁbrocytes are about 3.4 (K),
3.9 (Cl), and 2.4 (Ca) times higher than at the organ of Corti
(Table 1).
Fig. 7 superimposes a micro-tomographic section through the
cochlear turn (Richter et al., 2016) with a corresponding XFM scan
of the turn to correlate the XFM scan with soft tissue structures of
the cochlea. The resulting image clearly shows a weak signal from
the tectorial membrane, organ of Corti, and supporting cells. The
largest signal derives from the type-II ﬁbrocytes with partial
involvement of type-IV ﬁbrocytes in the spiral ligament and the
ﬁbrocytes in the spiral limbus. The neurons in the spiral ganglion
also produce an enhanced ﬂuorescent signal. However, the resolution of the scan in Fig. 7 is insufﬁcient to evaluate more details on
the spiral ganglion neuron area.
3.3. The role of zinc in the middle ear ossicles of a developing mouse
Fig. 8 shows a section through the incus, of a 5-day-old mouse.
The step sizes are 2 mm for the right panels and 0.3 mm for the left
panels. The colocalization of Ca, Zn, K, and Cl is shown. The middleear ossicles of a 5-day-old mouse are not yet fully ossiﬁed, as is
evidenced by the presence of Ca in only part of the structure. Cl and
K are distributed throughout the ossicle, with a honeycomblike
structure in the ossiﬁed region and a more uniform distribution in
the unossiﬁed region. Zn has a high concentration on the outer
edges of the ossicle, presumably where ossiﬁcation is occurring
(Hurley and Swenerton, 1966; Ortega et al., 2004; Stock et al., 2011,
2017; Uriu-Adams and Keen, 2010, ; ). The high-resolution scan
provides an in-depth picture of the microstructure of an ossiﬁed
section. This capability is particularly relevant to study of diseases
such as osteogenesis imperfecta, which is known to result in
changes to ossiﬁcation.
3.4. Quantiﬁcation of selected elements
Table 1 reports mean concentrations and standard deviations
measured for selected elements for selected regions of interest.
Figures illustrating the regions of interest can be found in the
supplementary material.
4. Discussion
4.1. The method
This method offers the opportunity to study samples at a high
lateral spatial resolution and sensitivity. The possible resolution is
limited by the scanning equipment and spot size. For biological
systems, it can be 50e70 nm (Kopittke et al., 2018). In other words,
the technique would allow the scanning of individual mitochondria
with a size of approximately 0.5 mm  2 mm that cannot be achieved
otherwise. For our experiments at 2-ID-E, the smallest raster step
size was 0.3 mm (spot size of the beam: 0.6  0.5 mm2). The sensitivity for the trace element zinc was about 1018 g with 1 s dwell
time per pixel. Using a 0.5 mm raster step size, the intracellular
compartment and the nucleus of the cell are resolvable, as seen in
Fig. 3. Using a larger raster step size, regions encompassing the
entire cochlea show larger-scale distinctions between structures
(Figs. 6e8).
By revealing ion concentrations within a sample, XFM gives an
in-depth understanding of the chemical changes and relationships
within a sample. Related to otolaryngology, this method allows an
investigation of the auditory system and the ear at a level or
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speciﬁcity and detail that has not been achieved before.
4.2. Challenges to using XFM in the cochlea
While XFM is a valuable tool for gaining an understanding of
biological element concentrations within a sample, it also has
limitations. XFM relies on capturing the evoked emissions from the
tissue. If the tissue is too thick, evoked emissions can be reabsorbed
by the tissue before reaching the detector, leading to misinterpretation of results due to self-absorption artifact (Pushie et al., 2014).
In the cochlea, this is particularly a concern when considering bony
samples, due to the high concentration of Calcium, an element with
a high absorption coefﬁcient. Thickness of tissues can also present
an issue when structures of interest overlap. While lateral resolution is high for XFM, there is no depth resolution. Therefore, if
intracellular and extracellular regions are superimposed, the concentrations for the two regions cannot be separated.
While the distribution of bound ions is well captured, redistribution of the ions following the death of the organism will bias the
results. This is particularly difﬁcult for the cochlea because ion
distribution in the soft structures may change quickly following
death. Therefore, it is crucial that elements are ﬁxed in place. Tissue
processing methods such as washing, decalciﬁcation, and embedding are not possible without affecting the distribution of the elements. In particular, unbound elements such as K, Na, and Cl can
redistribute after harvesting the tissue. We followed previously
published approaches using freeze-dried inner ears (Flock, 1977;
Ross, 1974), freezing the samples immediately in liquid nitrogen to
limit element redistribution. Samples were then sectioned
at 30  C using a cryostat. Samples were kept frozen until immediately before imaging, when they were warmed to room temperature. More extensive tissue manipulation can be used if exclusively
examining bound elements such as Ca, S, or P, or heavy metals such
as cobalt or platinum. Depending on the ion of interest, the samples
may be ﬁxed with paraformaldehyde or other ﬁxatives, decalciﬁed,
and embedded for sectioning. See (Jin et al., 2017) for a discussion
on the impact of sample preparation methods on the ion distribution in mammalian cells.
Within the cochlea, the large ﬂuid spaces in the scalae may be
particularly vulnerable to ion redistribution during harvesting,
processing, and storage of samples. These regions contain ﬂuids
with physiologically-important ion concentrations where ions of
interest are not constrained by membranes. The method of freezedrying thin sections used in this paper may result in redistribution
of ions in these large compartments. If the object of a future study is
to determine the element concentrations in either scalae, the
samples should be immediately processed, and sections should be
freeze dried under vacuum to limit ion redistribution. Note: freeze
drying is the removal of ice or other frozen solvents from a material
through the process of sublimation. The steps include the freezing
of the sample and placing the sample into a vacuum chamber with
pressures well below the triple point of water. Added heat then
cause the ice to sublime.
During the analysis, misinterpretations can occur for elements
with similar emission energies, particularly when there are large
differences in concentration. An example of this is given in Fig. 2b,
where the peak in the spectra from Kb emissions from K could be
misinterpreted as Ka emissions from Ca. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that
the signal to noise ratio for Ca is poor; this is due to high K concentration relative to Ca. This can be mitigated by carefully

Fig. 4. Images are from rows 4 and in Fig. 3. The top ﬁve panels show elemental maps
for ﬁve elements in the region of interest containing the spiral ganglion. Through each

elemental map, a ﬁve-pixel-high horizontal region of interest was selected, and concentrations were calculated. For comparison, normalized concentrations are plotted as
a function of horizontal position (bottom panel). Points represent normalized values,
while lines incorporate smoothing for visualization purposes.
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±
±
±
±
±
±
±

82.75 ± 0.02
56.62 ± 7.26e-03
29.20 ± 0.01
43.00 ± 0.01

85.39 ± 0.01
139.79 ± 0.01

± 0.05
± 2.76e-05

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
0.01
0.005
0.007
0.003
0.02
0.07
±
±
±
±
±
±

± 0.03
± 0.07
± 0.01

0.25
0.008
0.007
0.009
0.002
0.022
0.08
0.04
0.09
5.30e-05

001-Red
001-Green
001-Blue
001-Cyan
001-Magenta
001-Yellow
002-Red
002-Blue
002-Cyan
002-Magenta
003-Red
003-Green
003-Blue
003-Cyan
004-Red
e
0.17
0.12
0.17
e
1.95
0.08
0.14
0.14
0.01
0.16
0.62
0.92
1.60
0.21

± 0.15
± 0.03
± 0.05

Source (See Supplement)
Zn

e
e
0.06
0.06
0.05
e
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.10
0.14
e
0.11
0.08

Cu
Fe

e
e
0.14
0.20
0.09
0.52
0.21
0.16
0.53
0.08
0.18
0.61
0.52
0.58
0.22
e
e
1.53 ± 0.46
2.25 ± 0.73
0.31 ± 0.10
1756.36 ± 21.32
1.83 ± 0.18
1.50 ± 0.10
1.79 ± 0.12
0.32 ± 0.02
6.20 ± 0.57
1729.80 ± 10.84
1697.63 ± 5.65
2145.63 ± 9.85
3.86 ± 2.30e-03

Ca
K

149.67 ± 9.52
144.30 ± 6.26
56.13 ± 1.76
44.27 ± 2.25
0.33 ± 0.14
228.36 ± 10.27
100.91 ± 0.97
50.21 ± 0.46
28.25 ± 0.44
0.28 ± 0.03
198.26 ± 2.57
235.88 ± 5.34
183.98 ± 2.51
177.72 ± 3.89
95.43 ± 7.69e-03
166.69 ± 17.22
148.60 ± 10.66
57.05 ± 3.05
41.40 ± 3.78
0.47 ± 0.33
190.44 ± 16.03
134.70 ± 1.86
59.11 ± 0.85
29.51 ± 0.78
0.25 ± 0.05
248.72 ± 4.81
277.82 ± 9.73
237.87 ± 4.77
211.37 ± 7.20
108.19 ± 0.01
43.45 ± 18.21
42.88 ± 9.70
19.07 ± 2.83
20.10 ± 4.31
1.07 ± 0.52
58.27 ± 18.53
28.58 ± 1.38
15.95 ± 0.71
17.57 ± 0.89
0.39 ± 0.08
80.17 ± 4.11
69.42 ± 9.71
46.33 ± 4.54
38.77 ± 7.40
62.94 ± 7.69e-03

Fibrocytes (P21)
Spiral Limbus (P21)
Spiral Ganglion (P21)
Organ of Corti (P21)
Perilymphatic Space (P21)
Bone (P21)
Base of Organ of Corti (P5)
Spiral Ligament (P5)
Spiral Ligament (P5)
Scala Tympani (P5)
Pre-ossiﬁed Incus (P5)
Ossiﬁed Incus (P5)
Ossiﬁed Edge of Developing Incus (P5)
Ossiﬁed Edge of Developing Incus (P5)
Spiral Ganglion Neuron Intracellular,
Intranuclear (P0)
Spiral Ganglion Neuron Extracellular (P0)
Spiral Ganglion Neuron Intracellular,
Extranuclear (P0)

Cl
S
P

41.06 ± 33.26
76.42 ± 17.00
49.85 ± 5.21
62.75 ± 8.44
1.02 ± 1.08
1144.94 ± 63.15
26.67 ± 1.86
31.55 ± 1.21
35.06 ± 1.53
0.76 ± 0.14
43.63 ± 4.57
1027.69 ± 31.21
920.82 ± 15.50
1021.87 ± 25.47
52.15 ± 8.65e-03

Structure

Table 1
This table shows mean concentrations and standard deviations of selected elements for selected structures of interest. All concentration values are reported in mmol/L and were calculated using normalization to the upstream ion
chamber. Figures depicting the regions of interest used for analysis can be found in the supplemental materials.
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selecting regions of interest and dwell times based on the expected
concentrations and distributions of elements of interest.
XFM can also not distinguish between ions of an element. The
technique is reliant on electron binding energies that are unique to
an element, but not to varying valence states of that element. In
order to determine the varying ions of an element within the
sample, another tool would need to be used in conjunction with
XFM. Ultimately, XFM is a powerful technique that offers the opportunity to examine the elemental makeup of discrete structures
within the ear. However, the ear is comprised of heterogeneous
structures with wide variance in physical and chemical properties.
Success of a study using XFM on the auditory system is highly
dependent on optimizing sample preparation and scanning parameters for speciﬁc structures of interest.
4.3. Impact of slice thickness
Optimal slice thickness is dependent on the goals of the
experiment. XFM is a technique with high lateral resolution, but no
depth resolution, similar to a radiograph. X-ray ﬂuorescence tomography can be performed to generate a 3D volume rendering of
element distributions (Bourassa et al., 2014; de Jonge and Vogt,
2010; ; Lombi et al., 2011; Paunesku et al., 2006; Rust and
Weigelt, 1998), however, it is at this point a prohibitively timeconsuming technique.
We consider a single pixel in an image of a 20 mm-thick slice
collected using a 0.5 mm raster step size. This pixel corresponds
with a rectangular prism on the sample with 0.5 mm height, 0.5 mm
width, and 20 mm depth. For each element, the concentration reported is the integrated concentration over this volume. If the
volume contains only extracellular space, the resulting concentration will be representative of the value for extracellular space. If the
volume contains only intracellular space, the resulting value will be
representative of intracellular space. If the volume contains both
intracellular and extracellular space, the resulting concentration
will be an intermediate value proportional to the ratio of intracellular/extracellular space in the volume. If the goal is to differentiate
between intracellular and extracellular concentrations, it is
important to maximize the number of pixels that contain exclusively one region or the other by ensuring that every dimension of
the rectangular prism corresponding with the pixel is smaller than
a cell. Width and height of the prism are determined by raster step
size. A smaller raster step size will provide higher resolution with
the tradeoff of a longer scanning time. Depth of the prism is
determined by slice thickness. For a sample with a slice thickness
that is thinner than the width of the cell, a single pixel is more likely
to be representative of solely intracellular or solely extracellular
space, however there will inevitably still be pixels that represent
boundary regions where intracellular and extracellular spaces
intersect. This is mitigated by choosing regions of interest for
analysis that average over several pixels and do not include
boundary regions.
While there is a high beneﬁt for thin slices in XFM, this is not
limitless. For a set of theoretical slices that are each the thickness of
an atom, the content of each slice would be highly dependent on
the exact position of the slice within the larger set, and analysis of
an atomic-width single slice would not be effective for a discussion
of concentrations at the cellular level. The concentrations of elements in this atomic-width slice would also be below the noise
level for the detector. The optimal slice thickness is highly dependent on the size of the structures of interest.
Once the theoretical optimal slice thickness has been established based on the size of structures of interest, practical considerations to obtaining slices need to be addressed. For a sample
consisting of exclusively soft tissue or bone, appropriate methods
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demonstrates that this method can be used for ears at a range of
stages of ossiﬁcation, with the 0-day-old sample being largely
cartilaginous and the 21-day-old sample having similar ossiﬁcation
to an adult ear. One limitation of the approach is that sectioning
frozen samples at 20 mm thickness or less results in the loss of
material in large ﬂuid spaces such as the scalae of the cochlea or the
neonatal rodent middle ear. If the goal of an experiment is to
analyze ﬂuid spaces, thicker slices may be appropriate.
As is the case with any biological material, the ear is a composite
structure with important questions to be asked at a broad range of
scales. No single set of slice parameters will be ideal for every
question in auditory research. In this paper, two slice thicknesses
and multiple raster step sizes are presented to give an overview of
possibilities, and provide a reference point for optimization of parameters in future experiments.
4.4. Quantiﬁcation of ion concentrations

Fig. 5. The top four panels show the scan of a 20 mm mid-modiolar section of a 5-dayold mouse at 20  20 mm2 step size. Potassium (K), chloride (Cl) and calcium (Ca) are
shown. The combined image shows the colocalization of the three elements. The boxes
in the fourth panel delineate regions of interest (ROIs), including the spiral lamina,
spiral limbus, spiral ligament and organ of Corti, selected due to higher levels of K and
Cl. The ROIs have been scanned at 2  2 mm2 step size. The 2e3 times increased
concentrations in K and Cl extend from the spiral lamina to the spiral ligament, in
particular to the type-II ﬁbrocytes. The combined images demonstrate that Ca, K, and
Cl colocalize.

can be used to produce very thin sections for XFM. The ear becomes
a challenging sample to slice, as it is heterogeneously comprised of
soft tissue, bone, ﬂuid spaces, and air spaces. In this paper, 0, 5, and
21-day-old mouse bullae and cochleae were sliced at 10 and 20 mm
in a frozen state on a cryostat. The range of developmental ages

Previous techniques to determine ion concentrations used ﬂuid
samples or glass pipettes. These techniques have substantially
advanced understanding of cochlear physiology, but are not
without limitations. The measurements were either bulk measurements or provided information on a single spot (tip of the
measuring pipette). While pipette measurements have the potential to be made in vivo, the impact of puncturing structures and the
potential for a pipette to drag outside tissue into the region of interest needs to be considered.
XFM provides a major advance through the visualization of the
spatial distribution of multiple elements throughout multiple
structures simultaneously. Depending on the sample preparation
and the scanning parameters, this can be done from the wholeorgan level to the subcellular level.
Table 1 reports quantiﬁcation of concentrations. For most regions reported, there are no comparable reference values. For spiral
ganglion neurons, high intracellular chloride is expected in the
prehearing animals. Previously, Zhang et al. (2015) measured
intracellular chloride concentration as being roughly 90 mmol/L in
the prehearing mouse and roughly 20 mmol/L in the posthearing
mouse. For a prehearing mouse, we reported a chloride concentration of 108.19 ± 0.01 mmol/L for the intracellular, intranuclear
space and 139.79 ± 0.01 for the intracellular, extranuclear space.
This was similar to previously reported values.
For bone, concentrations are typically reported in terms of
percent composition by mass. As the total mass for the bone
samples described in this paper was not known, the ratios of mass
concentrations of elements were compared. For newborn humans,
expected ratios for mineralized bone are 55 for Ca/S and 2 for Ca/P
(Valentin, 2002). For 5- to 21-day-old mice, we reported ratios of
37e68 for Ca/S and 1.98e2.7 for Ca/P. These ratios fall within the
expected range.
Endolymph and perilymph are widely studied, being both
accessible by previous methods and containing a physiologically
important difference in K concentration. A selection of papers
encompassing various mammals and both ion sensitive electrode
and sampling techniques report Cl concentrations ranging from 108
to 150 for perilymph and 127.8e206 for endolymph and K concentrations ranging from 3 to 15.3 for perilymph and 67e188 for
endolymph Sauer, 1995. When selecting a reference, it is also
important to consider the that the endocochlear potential is not yet
developed in a prehearing, neonatal mammal. For neonatal guinea
pigs, K concentrations has been reported as 2.9e7.8 for perilymph
and 130.4 for endolymph (Kanoh et al., 1985). For regions of interest
within large ﬂuid spaces where endolymph or perilymph was expected, concentrations were within the noise ﬂoor. This is indicative of a loss of cochlear ﬂuids or the diffusion of ions not contained
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Fig. 6. The left four panels show the scan of a mid-modiolar section of a 21-day-old (adult) mouse at 20  20 mm2 step size. Potassium (K), chloride (Cl), and calcium (Ca) are shown.
The elements colocalize as can be seen in the combined image. The ossiﬁcation of the cochlear wall starts to fuse into one single layer. The box in the combined image indicates the
selected ROI, including the spiral lamina, spiral limbus, spiral ligament and the organ of Corti. The ROI has been scanned at 2  2 mm2 step size. The 2e3 times increased concentrations of K and Cl extend from the spiral limbus to the spiral ligament, in particular to the type-II ﬁbrocytes. The combined image demonstrates that Ca, K, and Cl colocalize.

intracellular spaces or extracellular spaces. Concentrations reported for K in Table 1 were not substantially different for intracellular and extracellular compartments. This could be that, similar
to chloride, potassium concentration patterns differ in the prehearing ear compared to an adult ear as structures such as tight
junctions have not fully developed in the 0-day-old mouse. It may
also be an artifact of sample preparation, with potassium ions
diffusing during processing. Further study is necessary to examine
this pattern.
The goal of this paper is to provide a broad overview of the
possibilities offered by XFM to the auditory ﬁeld. Previous papers
have validated the method and discussed the impact of different
sample preparation methods for certain tissue types (Jin et al.,
2017; Paunesku et al., 2006). The spatial distribution of elements
within the cochlea is presented, and quantiﬁcation of concentration
of elements is reported for structures that have not been resolved
using previous techniques. In order to critically examine speciﬁc
questions relating to the inﬂuence of ion distributions on auditory
physiology, further research that optimizes sample preparation and
scanning parameters for speciﬁc structures is necessary.
Fig. 7. The left panel shows a superimposition of a microtomographic section over the
combined XFM scan of the ROI in Fig. 6. The images demonstrate that for the adult
animal the increased concentration in K and Cl colocalize with the ﬁbrocytes in spiral
limbus and the type-II ﬁbrocytes in the spiral ligament. One may argue that some of
the type-IV ﬁbrocytes are also involved. Surprisingly, the organ of Corti and supporting
cells along the basilar membrane do not have enhanced K or Cl concentrations. The
right panel shows a conventional histology image superimposed on the combined XFM
scan of the second ROI in Fig. 5. In the developing 5-day-old mouse, type-II ﬁbrocytes
in the spiral ligament are involved. A strong signal was recorded along the entire
basilar membrane. It is not clear which cell type is involved.

by membrane boundaries during sample processing. When examining more constrained intracellular ﬂuid spaces that are less likely
to be impacted by sample preparation techniques, endolymph is
considered to have a K concentration similar to intracellular ﬂuid
and perilymph is considered to have a K concentration similar to
extracellular ﬂuid. In Fig. 3, K does not colocalize strongly to either

4.5. Potassium in the cochlea
As can be seen from the scans, XFM opens an opportunity to
study potassium recycling in more detail, determine structures
involved in the pathway, and examine if it is altered by injury and
disease. It opens the possibility of quantifying changes in the concentration of key elements that may occur when the animals are
exposed to noise levels below 90 dB SPL, the level considered safe
by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
standard (29 CFR 1910.95), but high enough to cause hidden
hearing loss (Carney, 2018; Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Kujawa
and Liberman, 2015; Le Prell and Clavier, 2017; Liberman, 2015;
Liberman and Kujawa, 2017; Liberman et al., 2016). Likewise, ion
concentrations can be determined for cochleae exposed to sound
levels above 90 dB SPL, which have been shown to cause noise-
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Fig. 8. The images show scans from sections of the incus of a 5-day-old mouse. The left two columns were scanned at a step size of 20  20 mm2, the right two columns were
scanned at a step size of 0.3  0.3 mm2. The results for chloride (Cl), calcium (Ca), potassium (K) and zinc (Zn) are shown. While the lower magniﬁcation images demonstrate the
sites of ossiﬁcation at this developmental stage, the right columns provide a detailed view of the ﬁne structure of the bone.

induced hearing loss. Counterstaining of the samples scanned with
XFM in future experiments will provide the opportunity to identify
the cellular structure responsible for the elevated potassium and
chloride concentration when compared to neighboring cells.
4.6. Role of zinc in the ear
It has been shown that zinc plays an important role for many
functions in the body (Frassinetti et al., 2006). Zinc is involved in
the immunological response, protein and lipid synthesis, cell division, inter-neuron connections, catalytic activity of enzymes, and
has antioxidant and anti-inﬂammatory actions (McCall et al., 2000).
Therefore, it is not surprising that zinc is essential for cell proliferation through direct regulation of DNA synthesis (Frassinetti
et al., 2006; MacDonald, 2000; Solomons, 2013). Zinc is also
necessary for bone formation, and deﬁciencies manifest in bone
retardation (Moonga and Dempster, 1995; Qiao et al., 2014;
Yamaguchi, 1998). In the cochlea, the copper/zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD) requires zinc to remove free radicals and
prevent cochlear damage. It has been reported that zinc deﬁciencies potentiate hearing loss in aging mice (McFadden et al.,
1999). Clinically, treatment with zinc has been proposed for idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss (Yang et al., 2011).
By providing high-resolution images with ion concentrations in
bone, XFM can be used to identify elements signiﬁcant for bone
growth and structure. This is even more signiﬁcant in samples
taken from younger animals whose XFM images reveal the ions
crucial to bone growth and development in the ear. With our
example, we see that the bony structures in the developing ear do
not have a uniform distribution of zinc. Zinc is higher at the sites of
growth.
5. Conclusions
XFM is a powerful technique to study the spatial distribution of
different ions in the cochlea, the vestibular system, and the middle
ear. Changes in ion composition after stress can be examined with a
fresh perspective. Depending on the energy of the incident radiation, most biologically-relevant elements in the periodic table,
including heavy metals, can be measured with a spatial distribution
down to a 50-nm scale. Questions can be addressed to whether
such elements accumulate in mitochondria and other

compartment of individual cells. With careful consideration to
sample preparation and scanning parameters, this technique has
the potential to address a broad spectrum of questions in the
auditory ﬁeld.
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